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Constructed Reality: A Study in Spatial Perception through Virtual Reality
Architecture often begins explorations that lead into various modes of end products. These modes of production and representation could often embed traces that shape
the outcome of the design. In his book, “Architectural Representation and The Perspective Hinge.”, Alberto Perez Gomez says that “Architects do not produce Buildings but instead
produce images of buildings.” These representational images are an expression of an idea or design. Historically, representation began in static two-dimensions. By bridging into
digital environments, these representations become more dynamic. As computing power increases and software broadens, the use of virtual reality environments and immersion
simulations are becoming more accessible. Perception and visualization remain the human system responsible for organization, identification and the interpretation of sensory
information which then computes utilize. Therefore, by utilizing virtual environments, the bridging between modes of representation happens between the human eye and the digital
lens to create immersive spatial experiences. An example that portrays this is film. Using cinematic principles we can gain an understanding on how to construct a spatial experience in
architectural representation. So would it be possible to experience a spatial representation? Within the virtual environment, can architects and designers move beyond representation
to experience? Framed around a historical context of perspective drawing, the project is interested in investigating the nature between drawing and space. The research proposes a
series of drawing studies using one point and two-point perspectives simultaneously harnessing the malleability of virtual space, the perspective will be tested and then altered to
understand the effects on perception. These distortions will lead to an understanding of how does VR spaces translates from a drawing to architectural space, especially experiencing
a representation of space and experiencing drawing. The final project outcomes are proposed as an exhibit that presents the findings and allows users to experience the interaction.
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Design Theorem

1.0

Architecture begins with questions that feed explorations that lead into various modes of end
products. These could be writings, drawings, models, or built-work. These modes of production and
representation could often embed traces that shape the outcome of the design. In his book, “Architectural
Representation and The Perspective Hinge.”, Alberto Perez Gomez says that “Architects do not produce
Buildings but instead produce images of buildings.” 1These images architects produce are used to
represent an expression of an idea or design. In history, representation began in static two-dimensions,
progressing to more advanced and developed methods. By bridging into digital environments, these
representations become more dynamic and advance expression.
As computing power increases and software broadens, the use of virtual reality environments and
immersion simulations are becoming more accessible. Perception and visualization remain the human
system responsible for organization, identification and interpretation the sensory information. Computers
and processors help progress and display information. Therefore, by utilizing virtual environments with
head mounted displays, the bridging between modes of representation happens between the human
eye and the digital lens to create immersive spatial experiences.
A prime example that portrays this is film. Using cinematic principles we can gain an understanding
on how to construct a spatial experience in architectural representation. Film has always immersed
us into representations to communicate an expression. So I ask myself, Is it possible to experience
a spatial representation? Within the virtual environment, can architects and designers move beyond
representation to experience? And how can we enhance or manipulate those kinds of experiences?
Framed around a historical context of perspective drawing, the project is interested in investigating the
nature between drawing and space. The research proposes a series of drawing studies using one point
and two-point perspectives simultaneously harnessing the malleability of virtual space, the perspective
will be tested and then altered to understand the effects on perception. The effects of the testing and
then distorting will lead to an understanding of how does VR spaces translates from a drawing to
architectural space, especially experiencing a representation of space and experiencing drawing.
The final project outcomes are proposed as an exhibit that presents the findings and allows users to
experience the interaction.

1
Gómez, Alberto Pérez, and Louise Pelletier. Architectural Representation and the Perspective Hinge. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000.
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Introduction
Human beings have been given the ability of perceiving spaces using depth, perspective and focal point of view. As unique that we are as individuals, the same goes in the way we perceive space.
We all do it differently. In order for us to be able to communicate about how we perceive, there has to be a mode of representation. These modes of representation can be drawings, writings,
models and even built work. As computers get more advanced, more complex ways of representation have emerged, but perception still remains the human way for interpreting this data. There is a
connection still needed to be made between representation and the human eye. Studying spatial relationships and how a viewer can experience the space can help create a further understanding
on how to construct those spaces.

13
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1.2

How do we perceive?

PER_CEP_TION
noun

“The ability to see, hear, or become aware of something through the senses. The state of being or process of becoming aware of something through the senses. A way of regarding,
understanding, or interpreting something; a mental impression.”

1

Oxford Dictionaries - Dictionary, Thesaurus, & Grammar.” Oxford Dictionaries | English. Accessed December 06, 2016. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/.
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Physiological Perception: Sensory system (nervous system) used for processing sensory information. Sensory Receptors to Neural Pathways to Brain Translation. The
receptive field is the specific part of the world to which a receptor organ and receptor
cells respond. For instance, the part of the world an eye can see, is its receptive field;
the light that each rod or cone can see, is its receptive field.

Cone Of Vision: The cone of vision, working with the physiological parts of the
human eye, has a cone of 60 degrees of focused vision and 15 degrees of unfocused vision that are available for viewing.
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1.3 Timeline

This timeline is a concise graphical representation of how representation has evolved just like humans do. The natural evolution is apparent from static one/two dimensional representations to
dynamic three-point perspectives and collaging. As time passed and the development of how we re-produce improved, complex ideas were better represented and communicated. The study began
in looking at the history of representation with an emphasis of perspectival representation. View of an Ideal City and Zaha Hadid’s Cincinatti Museum of Art paintings and drawings served as an
influence for understanding static vs dynamic representation.
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1.4 Supporting Texts
I studied a lot of text during this research phase of the project and three texts stood out during the process. Perspective as Symbolic form by Erwin Panofsky, Cinemetrics Architectural
Drawing Today by Brian McGrath and Architectural Representation and the Perspective Hinge by Alberto Perez Gomez. These books informed me in three main points respectively, The
theory of Representation, the practice or actual creation of representation and the future of representation.

Perspective as Symbolic Form - Erwin Panofsky
The essay suggests that perspective is the shift in point of view Perspective was developed to allow
artists to rationally pictorialize space. He argues that Alberti’s theory of perspective allowed painters
only to represent vision, rather than to rationalize it as perception of Cartesian space as such.

19

Architectural Representation and the Perspective Hinge - Alberto Perez Gomez
Architects do not produce buildings, instead produce images of buildings, so that all physically constructed space is somehow
mediated by representation, by an invisible perspectival hinge.

Cinemetrics: Architectural Drawing today - Brian McGrath
Cinemetrics extends the parameters of representation by drawing on aspects of media, film and video. This book is an addition to
the lineage of expanding the pictorial field

20

1.5 Parameters of Perspective
Reading the texts helped reach an understanding of what a perspective consists of. Knowing what makes it up and how that ties into our way of perception would help in special analysis.

In order to further explore how perspective affects experiences, The research
first sought to understand what elements were involved in constructing a
perspective.
•Horizon Lines
•Vanishing Points
•Converging Lines
•Picture plane
•Orthogonal Lines
•Parallel Vertical Lines
In order to tie it into Virtual reality/Cinema/spatial experiences, I added
certain elements that blend into cinema and lens-reliant views.
• Zenith and Nadir Locations
•Lens Type in order to
manipulate focus
•Materiality
•Shadows

21
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1.6

Representation in film
Representation plays a major role in the way architects produce
their designs. From the first ambiguous lines to the technical
constructive drawings, memory and personal experiences of
space provide designers with insight. Remembered places
are meaningfully and emotionally embedded architectural
spaces. The representation of space in film is sculpted from the
narrative, a meaningful construction of emotional space within
the context of the story designs. From the first ambiguous
lines to the technical constructive drawings, memory and
personal experiences of space provide designers with insight.
Remembered
places
are
meaningfully
and
emotionally
embedded architectural spaces. The representation of space in
film is sculpted from the narrative, a meaningful construction of
emotional space within the context of the story.
I started the process of experimentation by searching for a
connection between representation and perception and the path
that became apparent was film. Films have always immersed us
into their representations to communicate an idea or an expression.
I started looking at different films to try and comprehend how
they created a representation and how to evoke emotion out of
it. Cinematic Films like Metropolis, Blade Runner and The Fifth
Element all had scenes that set the tone for the film. This lead
into studying story boarding and planning of scenes. Just as the
renaissance allowed for a measurement of space, the storyboarding
of films allow for a diagrammatic process to an expression.
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Storyboarding in film
A film storyboard is essentially a series of frames, with drawings of the sequence of events in a film, like a comic book of the film or some section of the film produced beforehand. A
graphic organizer in the form of illustrations or images displayed in sequence for the purpose of pre-visualizing a motion picture, animation, motion graphic or interactive media sequence.
The storyboarding process, in the form it is known today, was developed at Walt Disney Productions during the early 1930s, after several years of similar processes being in use at Walt
Disney and other animation studios. A storyboard provides a visual layout of events as they are to be seen through the camera lens. And in the case of interactive media, it is the layout
and sequence in which the user or viewer sees the content or information. In the storyboarding process, most technical details involved in crafting a film or interactive media project can be
efficiently described either in picture or in additional text.

Storyboarding sketches used to lay the cinematic shot out and understand the mood
of the film or scene

Final Composed Scene
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1.7

What is Virtual Reality?
A believable, interactive 3D computer-created world that you can explore so you feel you really are there, both mentally and physically.. A complete immersive experience consisting of the
following:
-A wide field of view (80 degrees or better)
-Adequate resolution (1080p or better)
-Low pixel persistence (3 ms or less)
-A high enough refresh rate (>60 Hz, 95 Hz is enough but less may be adequate)
-Global display where all pixels are illuminated simultaneously (rolling display may work with eye tracking.)
-Optics (at most two lenses per eye with trade-offs, ideal optics not practical using current technology)
-Optical calibration
-Rock-solid tracking – translation with millimeter accuracy or better, orientation with quarter degree accuracy or better, and volume of 1.5 meter or more on a side
-Low latency (20 ms motion to last photon, 25 ms may be good enough)

Oculus Rift Room-scale Setup:
Oculus Rift HMD, (2) Oculus Touch Controllers, (2) Room scale sensors and a desktop computer
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Benefits of Virtual Reality
Presence
“The Feeling of Being there”
A phenomenon enabling people to interact with and feel connected to the world outside their physical bodies via technology. It is defined as
a person’s subjective sensation of being there in a scene depicted by a medium, usually virtual in nature (Barfield et al., 1995). Most designers
focus on the technology used to create a high-fidelity virtual environment; however, the human factors involved in achieving a state of
presence must be taken into account as well. It is the subjective perception, although generated by and/or filtered through human-made
technology, that ultimately determines the successful attainment of presence.
Visualization
As a start, VR requires new ways of thinking about space, dimension, immersion, interaction and navigation. For instance, screenbased media tends to emphasize right angles and forward motion, and the edges of the screen are always present. This leads to what
cinematographers call “framing” of shots. But in VR, there is no screen, no hard physical boundaries, and there’s nothing special about right
angles. And there’s nothing to frame, unless you use real-world elements like doorways and windows for the user to look through.
Input
OVRInput exposes a unified input API for multiple controller types. It may be used to query virtual or raw controller state, such as buttons,
thumbsticks, triggers, and capacitive touch data. It currently supports the Oculus Touch, Microsoft Xbox controllers, the Oculus Remote on
desktop platforms, and the Gear VR touchpad and back button for mobile development.
When used with tracked controllers such as Oculus Touch, OVRInput provides position and orientation data through GetLocalControllerPosition() and GetLocalControllerRotation(), which return a Vector3 and Quaternion, respectively.

OVRAvatar
using UnityEngine;
public class AvatarCalibrator : MonoBehaviour {
public GameObject LeftHand;
public GameObject LeftHandAvatar;
// Use this for initialization
void Start ()
{

Accessibility of Power
Powerful computers and software are now more available and consumers can purchase and even build their own VR machine now.
This is a list of what the current machine specs I am running:
CPU: Intel Core i7-6700K 4.0GHz Quad-Core Processor
MOtherboard: Asus Z170 PRO GAMING ATX LGA1151 Motherboard
Memory: 32GB (4 x 8GB) DDR4-2400 Memory
GPU: EVGA GeForce GTX 1080 8GB
Storage: Samsung 850 EVO-Series 1TB 2.5” Solid State Drive
Operating System: WIndows 10 Pro
Scripting
To make experiences more immersive and responsive, scripts need to be implemented in order for the environment to perform in a way as
you were there.

1.8
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1.9

Virtual Immersion Workflow
I did have to employ a workflow of software to help create these environments and go from concept to a physics based world to trick the mind into believing an environment. Revit helped
with the modeling and construction of architecture for the environments. Exporting into 3DS Max allowed for materiality and the simplicity of vertices and faces to be optimized so that it
could be ported into Unity Gaming Engine. Once in Unity, physics and atmosphere can begin to be implemented so that these components are synthesized together into an immersive and
atmospheric environment.
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Virtual Reality Case Studies

Tiltbrush VRApp - Google inc.

Archhive: Architecture in Virtual Reality Boris Hilderal

Case study house #12 - Whitney R Smith

Mars City Facility Ops Challenge - Kieran Timberlake
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2.0 Process
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Perspective in Film
An analysis of where the perspective is originating from helped learn furher how to create a cinematic space.

2.1
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2.2 Perspective Precedent Analysis
Examples from the timeline are taken and analyzed for how they were constructed. Parameters of perspective we identified and then the representations were then categorized into types of
experiences and the feelings they gave off. The conclusion to these exercises is that it allowed the project to begin understanding the correlation between representations and the categories of
experiences they present Questions in the Thesis begin to rise, as to how to concisely synthesize this information?
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Synthesizing Representations
This exercise focused on the study and connection that architectural representation and film have in the way a scene is constructed in order to communicate a feeling or an idea. Films such as
Metropolis, Fifth Element, Blade Runner, and Inception were studied and reached to a concluding idea of architectural representations are layered in organization. Different layers are combined
to create a spatial experience and then in a collaged method are compiled to create a virtual promenade of spatial and emotional experiences.

2.3
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2.4 Mise en scène: Layering in Film
While studying cinematic principles, Mise-En-Scene was a subject that is crucial to the planning of cinematic space. The layering of components help create a scene and create that synthesis of
emotion when working together.
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Case Study: Villa Savoye
Villa Savoye designed by Le Corbusier is a project that was designed as a vessel to communicate his beliefs in design but also served as a building that communicated through an experience.
The building is designed through movement and dynamics that grab you from the moment you drive or walk up to the building. Designed around a series of ramps, the program of the building
serves for views and connections between outdoor and indoor. Le Corbusier made sure that this building would become a series of framed views that werecompiled by layers and then this
montage of views were compiled through out your experience to communicate a story of feelings and atmospheres. This analysis looks at how circulation guided this promenade, while
analyzing how the perspectives changed through the promenade

2.5
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2.6 Analog Perspective Studies
I returned to 2-dimensional representation and looked if I could apply the synthesis of emotion on it but I also began to look at how the parameters of perspective were employed so that I could
try and recreate these flat drawings into 3-dimensional space or a digital environment.

35

Digital Perspective Studies

2.7

36

Digital Perspective Studies
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Thesis Questionnaire
A set of questions were constructed to challenge and explore the notion of perception In
participants that do not deal in perspective. (Non-design or architecture participants) The
questionnaire also included a compiled list of descriptions gathered from the categorization
of space previously created.
Most used Description words:
ONE-POINT PERSPECTIVE TWO-POINT PERSPECTIVE THREE-POINT PERSPECTIVE
DYNAMIC STATIC
VERY STATIC SHORT VISUAL DEPTH LONG VISUAL DEPTH HUMAN-FRIENDLY SCALE
MEDIUM SCALE
NON-FRIENDLY SCALE NO SCALE HORIZON LINE LOCATION HIDDEN VIEWS
SYMMETRICAL
ONE VANISHING POINT TWO VANISHING POINTS THREE VANISHING POINTS
FOUR VANISHING POINTS CLEAN ROUGH MONUMENTAL

2.8
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3.0 Immersion
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Five Points of Architecture V.R: Immersion through Input

3.1

The first module of exploration in the virtual environment was a study of Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye and how to further understand Le Corbusier’s Five Points of Architecture. By using modeling
software and then porting into a gaming engine, this environment of immersion can help create a dynamic understanding of what Corbu would have wanted the user to experience. By using
the gaming engine’s capabilities, scripts can be incorporated to make the environment even more immersive and have the advantage of being able to start tweaking the environment itself. This
environment was a case study to fully learn the capabilities and disadvantages of the workflow. This would help reach an understanding where the project could head towards in the next stage.
The conclusion gained from this exploration was that this was an Immersion through Input.

Experience this at https://youtu.be/9-ZnQIB0UKg
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Experience

The virtual experience begins with being welcomed by a main menu, which encourages the user to move onto the starting level, which is the composite model of Villa Savoye. Using the Oculus
Touch controllers and pointer system, you can interact with menu buttons that will then load the chosen level. As the user explores a level, with the click of a controller button, the main menu will
return allowing the user move between other levels. As each Point in architecture is loaded, the chosen point is highlighted and the rest of the model will become transparent to emphasize that
specific point.

Villa Savoye Composite Level

Villa Savoye Composite Level
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Pilotis Level

Free Facade Level

Ribbon Windows Level

Free Plan Level

Roof Garden Level
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Experience

The second module of the project involved a study in the perception of spaces. Using Francesco Borromini’s gallery at Palazzo Spada as a precedent, The project looked to replicate the first
module and create an environment of immersion and experience. The study of perception is questioned through the use of virtual reality and the user is then asked to question the actual size
of the space. The gallery columns, vaults, and floors are angled so that a space on a floor plan would normally read at 60 feet long, actually is only 28 feet long. The user’s vision is challenged
to comprehend the size of the space and it is not until you reach the interior that it becomes apparent the space has been modified. The project seeks to accomplish a design strategy so that
spaces may be transformed using physical alterations to transform a space. The project seeks to accomplish a design strategy so that spaces may be transformed using physical alterations to
transform a space. The conclusion of this exploration was that this was an immersion through perspective.

Experience this at https://youtu.be/SdF9K0IBBVw
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The floor plan and Implied plan comparison of the Palazzo Spada shows that the questioning of the space in scale. Based off human perception, the blue plan represents
what should be the size and scale of the space but due to the fact of the distortion of material and structure, the true space shown in red, is in fact shorter than what it
should be. The slight tweaking of components allow for an exploration of could be accomplished through manipulation of space.

The visual perception of the space makes the viewer believe it is a grand
gallery but as the viewer transverses the space, the visual illusion is then
revealed. The study of parameters of the perspective show that visual cues
are correct but slightly lower than normal visual cues which allows for
scale to be manipulated.

Legend:
Blue: Plan that should be.
Red: Actual size of floor plan
Hidden Line: View point
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4.0 Outcome : Immersion Lab
The Immersion Lab is a digital environment for immersive and dynamic experiences that encourage spatial exploration. The Lab is divided into two parts.,Where previous strategies in immersion
will be employed allowing the user to walk in and experience a synthesis of cinematic representation that will attempt to communicate a certain type of feeling. The immersive environments for
this specific module attempt to explore how to represent Fear vs. Happiness.
Experience this at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlCXAfqykUA

Immersion Lab Main Menu
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Main Level
Synthesis of Environment: The Main level is the first platform that the user interacts and experiences in this perception exploration. Surrounded by space, the
background is a representation of the upcoming possibilities in the experience. The user is greeted with a soundtrack that gives the feeling of the sublime
and awe that the far galaxies represent. Transcendent and long haunting piano plays as it accompanies the user in this level, occasionally rising crescendos
increase the feeling of excitement and what is to come. Connecting the starting pad to the portal circle is the model of a previous module, Borromini’s Palazzo
Spada gallery. This structure fits well as the connection from the starting place to the upcoming experiences as the Gallery itself is a study in creating a spatial
experience and creating a space that really should not exist. The Portal circle encompasses the portals to the experience environments of Happiness, Fear and
the interactive Immersion Lab.

Main Level

Main Level Perspective

Main Level Portals

Main Level Floor Plans
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Happiness Level
Synthesis of Environment: The level of Happiness, greets the user with a bright and sunny forest filled with wind and bird songs. A light breeze makes the green site move with the wind and as
you travel through, the path guiding the user splits. One path takes you to portal back to the Main Level. The other path presents a white and contrasting structure sitting on the site. Module 1’s
building, Villa Savoye, is placed in a rural setting to understand how perception of the building transforms just as the site does. The building sits snugly into the site, almost hugging the greenery
as the ground level which used to be gravel, is being overtaken by natural grass. Once the user explores the building, the connection with nature that Le Corbusier once intended becomes very
apparent.

Happiness Portal

Happiness Site Plan

Happiness Level

Happiness Level
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Fear Level
Synthesis of Environment: The level of Fear is a desolate, post-apocalyptic and damaged environment. The environment is very dark and all you hear is the wind pass and the occasional rain
drop. A haunting soundtrack quietly plays as the user passes through the shadows and realizes that Villa Savoye is also in this environment. Half covered by shadow and filled with darkness,
only certain low lights shine inside the building, shining just enough to walk the promenade of Villa Savoye. The way lighting plays tricks with the volume of building, almost makes it seem like
there are hidden things in the environment. Walking through VIlla Savoye in this low light, makes the concept of volume very apparent and the darkness of the building also exemplifies the
framing of views towards the outside as the darkness makes you realize its brighter outside than it is in the building.

Fear Level

Fear Site Plan

Fear Level

Fear Level
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After Experiencing the first levels of immersion, it becomes apparent that a deeper immersion could be achievable if the conditions could be influenced. What if there were environments where
both fear and happiness could be mixed to create something unique and dynamic? Just like Mise-En-Scene, the components of a scene can altered independently so that different variations of
scenes could be created. In unison with virtual reality, the immersion and interactions happen in true scale and in the environment.
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Immersion Lab:
Experiencing the Levels of Fear and Happiness helped the project become aware that in order for the research to reach the fully dynamic and immersive environment it proposed, the concept of
user input needs to return. The stock experiences presented in the portals helped perception but stay in the realm of representation and not experience. The stock representations such as fear
and happiness are significant by themselves but could become more powerful if they could be combined, interact with each other or build upon one another. The immersion lab allows for all the
components available in the environments to be manipulated and influenced upon by the user. By allowing free creation, new and unique experiences can be created.

V.R. Lab Floor Plan

V.R. Lab Level
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